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FOREWORD

It is not the purpose of this Bulletin to discuss principles of classification that have been treated more explicitly in the Introductions to the Volumes of our Bibliographic Classification. But special questions sometimes involve more general considerations; and it is so with several questions that have been raised by three members of the British Committee for the B.C. and which will be considered in the chapter of Notes and Comments that follows, together with many valuable suggestions for changes and additions. We thank these three friends for this service in our interests: Dr. Campbell, Mr. Freeman, and Mr. Ford. If other colleagues have helped them in this, our thanks are offered to them too.

In their study and experience in applying the Classification they have found a surprising number of errors—surprising in view of the time and care and expense which the author and the publisher have given to the preparation of these volumes. But, aside from the correction of errors, we thank these friends for a considerable number of valuable additions. They have been generous in contributing their time and study, and their contributions in these interests have been very competent and effectual.

These suggestions, additions, and comments show how very complicated and difficult subject classification and specification for bibliography of subject-matters in large and specialized libraries really is for systemists.
and for classifiers. The dependence on a sound basic system of valid
division and subordination of classes and sub-classes becomes very evident;
and the complementary need for synthetic and functional collocation and
also for applicable composite and auxiliary schedules for the multiplicity
of specialist interests; and the diversity and ramification of these inter-
est interests require alternative locations and subject-references, and notation as
economical as is feasible with the requisite clarity and efficiency. There
are feasibly a million subjects and specifications. Our Classification
provides for perhaps 100,000, the Index locating nearly half of that number;
and the composite auxiliary schedules may avail for perhaps ten times that
number. Yet, with all this provision for specification, there appear sub-
jects for which no definite provision has been included in the schedules.

This complexity of subject-matters and of interests justifies the
supplementing of the published Classification with occasional issues of
this Bulletin. So we again thank our friends for their contributions,
which may indeed serve well for a future edition of the entire Classifica-
tion.

H. E. B.

March 1955
NOTES AND COMMENTS

Dr. Campbell, with the concurrence of other members of the Committee, has proposed a perhaps better arrangement of the shires and counties of England. Years ago Mr. Lawrence Burgess, of Southampton, offered an elaborate arrangement, which we adopted, tho with much reduction and with differences that Mr. Burgess emphatically disapproved. Mr. Berwick Sayers was also consulted on the question, and his view was also somewhat divergent. The main difference was that Mr. Burgess placed Lincolnshire with the eastern shires between Norfolk and Cambridge but the B. C. placed it between the Midlands on the southwest and Yorkshire on the north.

Having classified Modern History and Geography on the geographic basis, with especial regard to Human geography and some regard for the ethnography, in our Classes M, N, and O, we have arranged the countries within the continents and within their physiographic boundaries: mountains, valleys, rivers, lakes, and seas. But often their national, or political boundaries are arbitrary, devious, and temporary. (See the Introduction to Vol. III, p. 26, paragraph 2, and p. 42, paragraph 1.)

If on a map of England a line be drawn from the Wash on the east coast to the Mersey and the Irish Sea, the larger part of England will lie south of it, and Lancashire, the Pennines, and most of Lincolnshire will lie north of it. But, if the line be drawn from the Humber to the Mersey, the North of England in the customary sense will be delimited from most of the Midlands too; and this may be the more convenient; and so both Dr. Campbell and Mr. Burgess would have it; and so would I; and, with the adaptations indicated in the following page, adopting other suggestions of the Committee, we will propose it to the publishers for a probable
second edition in the future.

Now, if another line be drawn from the Pennines at Sheffield southwards across the Thames and its valley at Oxford to the south coast at Southampton, the East of England will be delimited from the West. Such a line would cross the Midlands, and many shires. If another line be drawn from the estuary of the Thames to the estuary of the Severn at Bristol and the Bristol Channel, the South of England would be divided from the Midlands, wholly north of it. With reference to these three lines we would have arbitrary but less relative divisions: North, Midlands, South, East, and West; and we might add the Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, and Southwest. Such terms might be convenient for the regions, even if relative and indefinite. But it is the shires and counties that we are concerned with in this question and this classification for the bibliography. These are geographical aspects; the historical relations are more complicated. Mr. Burgess made a serious and commendable effort to combine all the relations in his arrangement, and it is probably superior in many respects, tho' it proved to be too elaborate for our schedules. Our adaptation linked the contiguous shires as in a curving chain from region to region: the Home Counties and Surrey, Sussex and Kent; Eastern England and the Ouse Valley, the Thames Valley and the Chilterns, Southern England, Southwestern Coast, Bristol Channel Coast and Severn region, the southern Midlands, Central England, the eastern Midlands, the northern Midlands, Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, Northeastern England, Northwestern England, Western England, Wales. Now we propose to alter that order by moving Lincolnshire from the East and North in MWR to the East and Central in MWH, with the shires of Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, and Huntingdon,
Bedford, Hertford and Buckingham. MWR will be used for Northern England in general. Yorkshire would follow in MWS. The heading of MWT would be changed to Northeastern England. All this would involve considerable change in schedules and index, and also considerable work for some British librarians and for others.

We would like to present Dr. Campbell's suggestive scheme in detail, but it would take more room that can be spared in this issue, so it will be summarized in the next following page. Besides this Dr. Campbell has proposed about sixty changes and corrections in Classes M, N, and O, most of which we have adopted, as will appear in the Additions and Corrections in the latter part of this issue.
Outline of an Arrangement for the Bibliography of the Shires and Counties

MWE Home Counties, South-east England.
  C Lower Thames Valley.
  G-T Kent, Sussex, and Surrey.
MWF North and Western Home Counties.
  C Middlesex.
  H-M Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire.
  T-W Bedfordshire and Essex (Alternative to MWJK and MWGE).
MWG East Anglia, Eastern England.
  E Essex.
  K Suffolk.
  R Norfolk.
MWH The Ouse Valley.
  C Cambridgeshire.
  V Huntingdonshire (Alternative in MWP).
MWI Vacant.

MWJ Upper Thames Valley.
  B Oxfordshire.
  K Berkshire.
  R Wiltshire.
MWK Southern England, Wessex; Hampshire, Coast, Isle of Wight.
MWL Channel Islands (too politically distinct).
MWM Southwestern England; Dorset, Devon, Cornwall.
MWN Somersetshire.

MWO Central England, the Midlands;
  Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire.
MWP Northamptonshire, Rutland, Leicestershire, Huntingdonshire (Alternate).
MWQ Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire.

MWR Lincolnshire (if retained here, should be rearranged with Lindsey and
  the Wolds together in the northern part and Kesteven, Holland
  and the Fens together in the southern part).
MWS Yorkshire (included in the "North of England").

MWT Northern (or Northeastern) England;
  Durham, Northumberland, and the Cheviot Hills.
MWU Northwestern England;
  Cumberland, The Lake District, and Westmorland.
MWV Western England;
  Lancashire, Welsh border counties and Marches, Cheshire, Shropshire,
  Herefordshire, and Monmouthshire (the Welsh in some respects).
MWW Wales; South Wales, North Wales, and Anglesey.
MWY The Isle of Man.
Dr. Campbell and other members of the Committee evidently have generously contributed a very thorough revision of Class M, especially the sections for Great Britain, MU - MX. They have brought to this task not only more exact scholarship but keener eyesight. For all this we are very grateful. It stimulates an octogenarian to continue working on these difficult and complicated matters.

On the scientific side Dr. Campbell has rendered another important service by advising many additions and indicating many corrections. We have adopted with adaptations all of the nine proposed in one list: (1) Organic Polymers, (2) Chromatography, (3) Detergents, (4) Free radicals, (5) Sterols, (6) Structural Inorganic Chemistry, (7) Nuclear Reactors, (8) Semi-conductivity, (9) Raman effect. As to this last the question arises whether it allocates better to Diffraction of Radiation, BFO, rather than with Spectroscopy in BFN. It is now in BID, with Fluorescence. The term Chromatography has been given to the study of colors (BIP). Now chemists would appropriate it as the theoretical aspect of Chromatographic Analysis, a special method of Analytical Chemistry, with perhaps other relations too. This latter term we will now place under CGY. But perhaps it would fit better with the newer subjects under Photometric Analysis, CGU.

Dr. Campbell added the following note: "We have preferred the alternative placing for biochemistry at CS and we are working to a set of home-made subdivisions, but these have not yet been thought out carefully enough for publication."

We will now proceed to comment in detail on some of Dr. Campbell's proposed changes. The Flemish Question, or Movement, will be placed in MPUY (according to Schedule 4a). Flanders is now in MPVF, and Wallonie in MPW,
and are so indexed. The ethnography of the Walloons is now in KRPC, and the Flemings are in KRSN.

Under Belgium, MPU is for general subjects and periods (Schedule 4a), MPV for Provinces, etc., and MPW for the cities. This permits of alphabetic arrangement under either sub-section, if desired. But, if the cities are wanted with their respective provinces, they may be placed so. There was hardly room for both provinces and cities in one sub-section, so two were assigned as available for shorter marks.

The Pyrenees were placed with the French border lands on the northern slopes; but, if preferred with Spain, the literature might as well be placed with that of the Basque provinces of the North of Spain. The mountains may be in both countries bounded by their heights, the literature on them should be in one place.

The British Empire (now MUL) has its literature, tho the term may be passing from usage in favor of the Commonwealth, so we have joined the two terms, but we will assign a better place in MUA, just under the heading Great Britain. If the Commonwealth is to be distinguished here from the Empire, the latter may be next to it in MUB. The several provinces, dependencies, colonies, and mandated lands have their geographic places in the Classes N and O; but for general studies MUG and MUL avail according to Schedule 4a. If a special place is wanted for The British Monarchy and The Crown, MUCC, or MUCI, might be assigned to this subject. The history of England by implication comprises the history of Great Britain and of the Empire, with special subjects in MU and periods in MV. The shorter name, Britain, has recently become current, and it might be substituted for England in many places, or it might follow in parenthesis. In conformity
with Schedule 4a MUC is for the Constitutional History, including the
Charters, and Parliament, etc. MUE is for the Economic history, in which
Lombard street is a special term, as Wall street is for American finance.
But in MUE the Industrial Revolution is distinct, tho related, and the
Growth of the Towns is another subject, of longer history, so it was
placed apart in MUR. But it might be placed under MUE, if so desired. And
"Industrial Revolution" might there be placed under Industrial Develop-
ment, and this under Economic history. But these are topics, not periods.
Yet many topics may be relevant to periods and may be so placed, if one
desire, in MV. So four of the subjects under MJ have been transferred--
from MUP, MUS, MUT, and MUV to MVGP, MXAM, MWW, B, and MUSB; or these may
be regarded as alternatives.

In the Home Counties, MWE, Middlesex should be nearest to London,
nearer than Surrey. In the Southwest Monmouthshire is placed next to Wales,
geographically, not in Wales.

Anglesey may be placed in MWWZ as part of Wales, and this alternative
will be indicated. But to make more room for Wales by assigning two sub-
sections to it, MWW for South Wales and MXW for North Wales and Anglesey,
would necessitate too many changes in the Index to justify the rearrange-
ment. The Cambrian Mountains extend north and south thru Wales centrally.
They will be assigned to K and South Wales to B.

The Channel Islands were placed MWL because of their geographical
rather than their political relation, which may change. Andorra was placed
in Spain likewise for the geographical rather than the political status.
It may be marked MQNY, as was suggested.

To change the names of the shires of Scotland, over twenty of them,
by omission of the suffix "shire" would cause too many changes in the schedule and Index; but it will be proposed for the second edition. We agree with Dr. Campbell that the Scots are the people of Scotland, that is, the Scotch people, Scotch being the customary adjective, tho as a noun it designates a favorite whiskey; and we will add the noun, Scots, in the schedules at MXAG, KRWS, and KRYG, and in the Index, after Scotch people. In Medieval Scotland the Scots were there, in MXBD, and so were the Picts, and in the ethnography in KRY.

The question has been raised whether Northern Ireland is autonomous; Northern Ireland (MYD), having its own parliament and government, tho not an independent state, is autonomous, in the defined sense of the term, is it not?

Burma is not a part of India (British India) and it should have been placed in ONB, and British India in ONC. We will indicate the change. The heading of section ON will also be changed to read: Southern Asia: States, Regions, Provinces, Cities, etc. An alternative is offered in Southeastern Asia, OHD, to which Burma is subordinated; but delete "Farther India" and change the reference there to read: For Burma particularly see ONB, under India. In the Index we will change the marks for India, British, Burma, Upper, and Lower, Mandalay, Irrawaddy, Rangoon, Nicobar Is., Andaman Is. and Mergui archipelago.

Mr. Freeman, applying the Bibliographic Classification to the Library of the Institute of Education in the University College of Hull, has made an interesting change in sections JL and JM, Elementary Education and Schools, as distinct from Secondary Education and Schools in JN. He draws attention to the fact that the term Elementary Education, long established
in the history of Education, has been discarded by the British Ministry of Education in adopting the term Primary Education as more logically distinct from Secondary. We agree that this is so. And Mr. Freeman combines Primary Education and Schools in JL. And JM he assigns to Schools in general, or general School topics. He details these changes: JLN Nursery Schools (age 2 - 5); JLO Nursery-infant Education and Schools (age 2 - 7), American Kindergarten; JLP Infant Schools (age 5 - 7); JLQ Number work with young children; JLR Handwork with young children; JLS Movement and Games for young children; JLT Story-telling; JLV Junior Schools (age 7 - 11).

In JN Secondary Education and Schools he details other changes: JMT Secondary Modern Schools; JNV Secondary Technical Schools; JNW Secondary Grammar Schools; JNX Public Schools (i.e. independent schools with governing bodies); Private Schools (i.e. independent schools in private ownership).

The term Schools he applies to these two classes: Primary and Secondary. But JO he terms "Further Education, which includes the general and vocational education of those who leave the secondary school without proceeding to a university, and also youth work (clubs, etc.) and adult education." In JP he combines Vocational and Industrial Education. Further details may be obtained by writing to Mr. C. B. Freeman, at the University of Hull Institute of Education, 173 Cottingham Road, Hull, England.

The changes indicated above were intended for British requirements. They would of course not fit American differences, nor those probably of other nations. They would necessitate perhaps a hundred changes in the schedules and the Index. Our schedules were not designed for American education only, but more generally.

Our caption for JN is Secondary Education and Schools, High Schools
and Academies; for JO Vocational (Occupational) Education and Schools; for JP Industrial Education and Schools; for JR Higher Education, Colleges and Universities; for JT Professional Schools and Colleges. All these kinds and grades of education we treated as inseparable from the institutions in which they are conducted. Accordingly it is reasonable to combine Primary (or Elementary) Education and Schools, as Mr. Freeman has done. Our reason for using two sections, JL and JM, was that there was a larger number of subjects and terms than one section would contain, without adding a fourth factor to the notation, which was inadvisable, considering the details in Schedule 14. However, that combination is not only consistent but feasible, and JL may be assigned to Elementary (Primary) Education and Schools, and JM to Elementary (Primary) and Secondary Education and Schools. This would be consistent with the practical principle of Collocation, placing the Elementary and Secondary between the Elementary and the Secondary. But in this connection we should consider that some of the details that Mr. Freeman proposes would displace others no less important, e.g. JLT Training of Kindergartners, and JLV Montessori Method. These we would retain.

Schedule 14 was designed to provide for many kinds of schools in sections JM - JT, but there are four adaptations, 1la for Vocational Schools, 1lb for Industrial Schools, 1lc for Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools and Colleges, and 1ld for Museums. There are so many kinds of schools. Actually the term "school" is ambiguous. The "schools" of painting are very different from the Law-schools and the Medical schools; they have no buildings; nor have the "schools" of philosophy (in the historic sense). Our Index names 56 kinds of schools, and there are probably many others. Mr. Freeman of course did not suppose that there are only two,
Primary and Secondary. Educational Institutions is a more comprehensive term, which we have preferred as basic for a third branch of the entire field of Education. (See the Introduction to Vol. III, revised edition, p. 142, also the diagram on p. 145, also the heading of Schedule 14c, and elsewhere.) In the United States the Department of Education extends its scope to colleges, universities, and vocational schools; and so do the state departments of education; and so does the National Education Association.

More definitely Mr. Freeman very reasonably wants a place in Class J for the Ministry of Education, as distinct from Education in Great Britain. The history of Parliament is distinct under MUC from the Political history of Great Britain, MUB. The Political history of the United States, NEB, is distinct from the History of the Political Parties in NEBB, and from the History of Congress in NEBC. Education in England would be J5e (or J5eb, or J5ea, if Great Britain; or J4e, if 4 be not distinctly for Biography). But in Schedule 1 the mnemonic 5, for Institutional and Governmental publications, implies institutions and governments, their History being marked 53 (See the top of p. 179 of the Introduction to Vol. II, revised edition). So the British Ministry of Education might be marked J5e5 (or J5e53, and its History J5e533), if conformity with the system of mnemonics be a desideratum. But Mr. Freeman has a shorter mark, JBM, which was vacant in the first edition, but not in the second edition; or now JMB (or JM,B, from Schedule 14, assuming that for him JM stands for British Schools). This adaptation for British interests is admissible, but of course we do not add it to our generalized schedule. Two other alternatives offer: Under JBF, Education by the State (Nation), we will add;
Administration, Departments of, Ministries of, which may have the mark JBF53, and for England especially JBF53e. Otherwise under Government, Administration, RG, the several departments are specified and RGP is for Education, Department or Ministry for; and, specified for England, or Britain, this mark would become RGPe. This question exemplifies the complexity of the relations we have to deal with in providing for special topics, aspects, and geographical and historical and national specifications and interests—and alternatives.

Another subject Mr. Freeman wants is Colonial Education. He proposes to place it in JBK, in place of Comparative Education (study of), a no less important subject. But JBO is available, being vacant now, and we will add it: Education in Colonies and Dependencies. For Britain it would be marked JBOe. For the several colonies the respective marks from Schedule 2 could be suffixed, e.g., for British Honduras JBOece, The alternative under Colonies and Dependencies (general); RK, would be for British RKe, and to this could be suffixed the general mark for Administration of Education, RKe, RGP (or RKe, JBO), the comma showing the combination of subjects, if so desired.

Still another subject Mr. Freeman asks for: Law and Legislation for Education. Three locations have been provided for that subject: JBL, to which e may be added for Britain; or J, as mnemonic for Education, may be suffixed (without the comma, which would imply Schedule 19) to SEU Law Relative to Special Public Services, thus SEUJ; or to RQ Regulative and Supervisory Services of the State or Government, thus RQJ. To either of these marks the mnemonic e could be added for England, or Britain. If under RD the auxiliary schedule 18 were applied, the mark would be longer, RDe, RJ.
Story-telling in Elementary Schools Mr. Freeman located in JLT, now occupied by Training of Kindergartners and Primary Teachers; but JLL is now vacant and would serve as well. Finally Mr. Freeman asks for a place for The Youth Movement and Youth Organizations. In our Class Q, Social Welfare, etc., we have assigned to QYN Adolescence, Youth, General, Body and Mind. There are references to Anthropology, Physiology, Puberty, Pediatrics, Psychology, and Sociology. In the following sub-sections, QVO -Y there are nine special subjects. There might well be a dozen more, if there were room for them; but they may be subsumed. The Youth Movement and Youth Organizations may be subsumed under QYW or QYY. This is a broader subject than the Education of young people; it is more sociological, better under Class Q.

Mr. Ford, of the University of London, has rendered an especially valuable service in revising the Index and sending two lists, one of 30 errors in the notation, the other of 19 omissions, two of these being secondary for alternatives. Besides these he has listed thirty additions and corrections in the schedules. Also in a letter to Dr. Campbell three of his comments are suggestive. All of Mr. Ford's corrections, additions, and comments, except a very few, will be effective in the following chapter of Additions and Corrections.
ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

Note: In the following list of additions and corrections the words
or phrases in the printed volumes are here enclosed in quotation marks;
and those to be added or substituted follow a colon. Changes in the Index
which correspond to changes in the Schedules are listed with the latter in
the first section of the list and are not repeated in the second section,
which contains changes affecting the Index only.

Schedules and Index

BEH, under "Nucleonics" add: Nuclear Reactors.
   Index, insert: Nuclear reactors, BEH

BKF, as line 4 add: Semi-conductors. See also BfH.
   Index, insert: Semi-conductors, BKF

CGY, as line 2 add: Chromatographic Analysis.
   Index, insert line: Chromatographic analysis, CGY
   After Chromatography insert: (Color), BIP; CGY
   Under Chemistry, Analytical, insert line: Chromatographic, CGY

CIC, as line 2 add: Structural Inorganic Chemistry.
   Index, under Chemistry, Inorganic, insert: Structural, CIC

CMG, line 2, after "Ores:" add: Taconite ores and concentrates.
   Index, under Iron, insert: Taconite ores and concentrates, CMG; or UDK,L
   Insert: Taconite ores of Iron, CMG; or UDK,L

COC, as line 5 add: Free Radicals. Alternative to CPZ.
   Index, after Radicals (Chemistry), CCU add; COC; or CPZ

CPZ, add new line: CPZ Free Radicals. Alternative to COC.

CRN, delete the note, lines 2 and 3, and insert: See also COQ.

CTQ, line 3, add: Detergents.
   Index, Detergents, delete "Medical" and insert: CTQ;

EHW, insert line: Immunochemistry.

JBB, add lines 2 and 3:
   Institutions for Education; Schools in general.
   Schedule 1b is applicable, if requisite.
   Index, under Education, insert:
   Institutions for, JBB; JR-JW
   Schools, see Schools.

JBD and JBE, the leading word is "Education."
JBF, add: Administration of Education, Departments, Ministries. Index, under Education, insert: Administration of, JBF; or RGP Under Schools, add: (in general), JBB; JL Administration of, JL,D; JM,D; JBF Delete the line "Administration, JM; JN" and the two ditto marks.

JBQ, insert line: Education in Colonies and Dependencies. Index, under Education, insert: Colonial, in dependencies, JBQ Under Colonies, insert: Education in, JBQ

JL, lines 1-2, change to read: Elementary (Primary) Education and Schools. See also JM.

JLL, insert line: Story-telling in education. Index, under Education, insert: Story-telling, JLL

JM, change the heading to read: Elementary (Primary) and Secondary Education and Schools.

KRWS, change to read: Scots, People of Scotland, Lowland Scots.

KRYG, at the end of the line add: Scots.

MDQ,K, after "Germany's Conquest" delete "of Europe."

MDQ,Q, delete the line. The Zones are now in MHV. Index, Zones in Post-war Germany, change "MDQQ" to: MHV.

MDR, add the new line: U Displaced and Homeless Persons, and their Relief. Schedule lc,U, add: Displaced and Homeless People. Index, insert: Displaced and Homeless Post-war people, MDRU; Sched.lc, U.

MFT, add as line 5: Risorgimento. Index, insert: Risorgimento, MFT

MJWK, after "Liechtenstein" add: (Principality).

MKS, line 4, end, change "Gydnia" to: Gdynia. Line 5, end, transfer "(Lwow)" to follow "Lemberg." Index, insert: Gdynia, Poland, MKS.

MML, lines 3-4, delete after "Belgrade" all other names of cities, but leave "etc."
Index, Sarajevo, change "Serbia" to: Bosnia, MMM,U; Sched.2, lks.

MMS, line 3, end, delete "Smyrna."
Index, Smyrna, Modern Greece, MMS, delete the line.

MNS, change "(Moscv)" to: (Moskva).

MPQ, line 3, after "Utrecht" add: North Brabant, Lemburg. Index, insert: Lemburg, Netherlands, MPQ.
MPU, insert line: 'Y The Flemish Question, or Movement.
   Index, insert: Flemish Question, Movement, MPU, Y

MPVA, delete "Artois" and insert: Antwerp.
   Index, after Antwerp, Belgium, add: city
   Under Antwerp, insert: - province, MPVA

MPVM-P, change to read:
   M Liège, Malmédie, and Eupen.
   N Namur.
   Index, Eupen, change "MPVP" to: MPVM
   Liège, before "MPWL" insert: MPVM
   Malmédie, change to: Malmédie
   Insert: Namur, Belgium, MPTN

MSE, line 4, change "overcome" to: overcame.

MST, change "1848" to: 1871.
   Line 4, place acute accent over the "o" in Poincaré.

   Index, insert line under England, Special: Democracy in, MUD
   Insert line under Great Britain, History, Modern, Special:
   Democracy in, MUD.

MUL, delete "of Dependencies" and transfer the line to:
   MUA, British Empire, or Commonwealth.
   Index, British Empire, Commonwealth, change "MUL" to: MUA

MUS, change lines 1 and 2 to read:
   Scotland's relation to England.
   Scots in the British Commonwealth.
   Alternative to MXAH.
   Index, after Scotch people, add: Scots, KRWS; KRYG; MXAG
   Under Scotland, History, Special topics, insert:
   Conquest by England, MXAH.
   Relation to England, MUS; or MXAH
   Insert line: Scots, see Scotch people,

MUV, delete the two lines of reference and transfer line 1 to MVSB.
   Index, Chartist movement, change "MUV" to: MVSB

MVCH, after "Harold" delete "Defender against the Danes."

MVNP, transfer the two lines to MVPP and MVPS and add there the reference:
   See also MXBR.
   Under MXBR change the reference to: MVPP-S.
   Index, Pretenders to the English throne, change "MVNP" to MVPP.
   Stuart Pretenders, James, the elder, change "MVNP" to: MVPP.
   Charles, the younger, change "MVNS" to MVPS.

MVH, MVT, MVU, MVV, in each heading, after "England" insert: (Britain).
MVTF, after "Viscount" delete "Prime Minister."

MVUT, add the name: Neville Chamberlain, Prime Minister.
   Index, insert: Chamberlain, Prime Minister, MVUT

MVW, insert as line 2: E. Elizabeth II, 1952-
   Index, insert: Elizabeth II, Queen of England, MVWE

MWG, lines 6-11, to read:
   M Norfolk;
   N Norwich;
   P Great Yarmouth;
   Q The Ouse Valley;
   R Cambridgeshire, the Cam Valley;
   T Isle of Ely, Ely;
   U Cambridge;
   V Huntingdonshire;
   W Huntingdon.

Index, Cam Valley, change "MWG" to: MWGR
   Cambridge, change "MWG" to: MWGU
   Cambridgeshire, change "MWG" to: MWGR
   Ely, Isle of, change "MWGR" to: MWGT
   Great Yarmouth, change "MWGR" to: MWGP
   Huntingdon, -shire, change "MWGT; -R" to: MWGW; -V
   Norfolk, change "MWHR" to: MWGR
   Norwich, change "MWGR" to: MWGN
   Ouse Valley, change "MWG" to: MWGQ

MWJ, change to read:
   MWJ Lincolnshire and the Fen Country.
      A The Wolds.
      B Grimsby.
      C Lincoln Heights, or Uplands.
      D Lindsey County.
      E Lincoln.
      F The Fen Country, and the Wash.
      H Holland County.
      J Boston.
      K Kesteven.
      L Stamford.

Index, Boston, change "NWRF" to: MWJF
   Fen Country, change "NWRF" to: MWJF
   Grimsby, change "NWGR" to: MWJH
   Holland County, change "NWGR" to: MWJH
   Kesteven, change "NWGR" to: MWJH
   Lincoln, -shire, change "NWGR; MWGR" to: MWHE; MWJ
   Lincoln Heights, change "NWGR; MWGR" to: MWHC
   Lindsey County, change "NWGR" to: MWHD
   Stamford, change "NWGR; MWGR" to: MWHL
   Wash, The, change "NWGR" to: MWHF
   Insert: Wolds, The, England, MWHA
MWI, change to read: South-central England, Southern Midlands. Delete "The Chiltern Counties."

MWMA, after "Dorsetshire" add: (Dorset):

MWMG, after "Devonshire" add: (Devon):

MWMT, indent "Cornwall" like "Devonshire."

MWNP-R, transfer the lines to MWOB-C and change MWOC-D to read:

MWOB Gloucestershire:
C Gloucester, Cheltenham, Tewkesbury; the Cotswold Hills.
D Worcestershire:

Index, Cheltenham, change "MWNS" to: MWOC
Insert line: Cotswold Hills, MWOC
Gloucester, -shire, change "MWNR; -P" to: MWOC; -B
Kidderminster, change "MWOF" to: MWOE
Tewkesbury, add e after "k" and change "MWNR" to: MWOC
Worcester, -shire, change "MWOD; -C" to: MWOE; -D

MWOC, indent "Staffordshire" like "Worcestershire."

MWOP, indent "Warwickshire" like "Worcestershire."

MWRA, change to read: Northern England, the North of England.
Index, England, Description, Parts, Northern, change "MWT" to: MWR

MWSD, MWOK, MWS, after "Riding" delete "County of the."

MWSP, after "Hull" insert: Kingston on Hull.
Index, insert: Kingston on Hull, MWSP
Bradford, England, change "MWEG" to: MWSG

Index, England, Description, Parts, Northeastern, change "MWS" to: MWT

MWWB, "Cambrian Mountains," transfer to MWOK.
MWOK, "South Wales (Deheubarth)," transfer to MWWB.
Index, Cambrian Mountains, change "MWWB" to: MWKB
Wales, Southern, change "MWOK" to: MWWB

MWZ, add new line: Z Anglesey, Alternative to MWW.
Index, Anglesey, change to read: MWW; or MWWZ

MXAG, after "Scotch People" insert: Scots.

MXA, add new line: MXAH Scotland's relation to England. Alternate to MUS.

MXAM, add new lines: Conquest of Scotland and final union with England.
For the conquest of Ireland see under Ireland, MY.
Index, under Scotland insert: Conquest of England, MXAM
MXAP, change "Scotch People" to: Scots.

MXBM, line 5, after "King" insert: James I.

MBR, line 2, change the reference to read: See also MVPP.

MXO, after "Angushire" insert: Angus.

MYBW, change line to read: Republic of Ireland in the latter part of the 20th century.
Index, under Ireland, History, Modern, insert line: Republic, MYBW; MYI

MYI, change line to read: Republic of Ireland, Eire, Irish Free State (Saorstat Eireann)

NB, change "British America" to: British North America.
Under these two lines insert: British America in general.
Under this sub-heading add the note: This does not include the particular colonies that are placed elsewhere, e.g., British Honduras, NUA, British Guiana, NYB, and British West Indies, NVO-U and NVW.

NBQ, NBR, NBS, NBT, NBV, change "Governor General" to: Prime Minister.

NC, change "British America" to: British North America.
Under these two lines insert note: British America, except British Honduras, NUA, British Guiana, NYB, and British West Indies, NVO-W.
Index, British America, insert as line 2: British North America, NB; NC

NCB, change "Crown Colony of Great Britain" to: Province.

NXTB, at the end of the line add after a comma: 1950-

NYGD, after "Devil's Island" delete "Penal Colony since 1885" and add: and other nearby penal colonies.

OEB, above "Dutch East Indies" insert: Indonesian Republic.
Index, insert new line: Indonesian Republic, OEB

OEF, line 2, after "Batavia" insert: (Jakarta).
Index, insert new line: Jakarta (Batavia), OEF

OHBD, change reference to read: For Burma particularly see ONB, under India.

ON, change heading to two lines to read:
ON Southern Asia: India and Burma:
States, Regions, Provinces, Cities, etc.
ONB, British India, change notation to: ONG and transfer.
ONG, ONC-U, Burma, Farther India, Description and History, change
notation to: ONB, ONBB-U and transfer.
Index, Andaman Is., India, change "ONCU" to: ONBU.
Burma, Description and history, change "ONC" to: ONB
Burma, Lower, change "ONCL" to: ONBL
Burma, Upper, change "ONCB" to: ONBB
India, British, change "ONB" to: ONC
Irrawaddy River and Valley, change "ONCL" to: ONBL
Mandalay, Burma, change "ONCD" to: ONBD
Mergui archipelago, Burma, change "ONCW" to: ONBU
Nicobar Is., Burma, change "ONCV" to: ONBU
Rangoon, Burma, change "ONCR" to: ONBR.

ONR, after "Ceylon" change "colony" to: Dominion. Alternative is ONZ.

OQJ, add two lines:
M War with Greece, 1923.
P Interchange of Populations.

Index, under Turkey, Special, insert two lines, indented:
Greek War, 1923, OQJM
Populations interchanged, OQJP
Under Greece, Modern, Wars with Turkey, add: OQJM

OQR, in lines 4-7 change notation from E, F, G, and H to: D, E, F, and G
Insert as line 8:
H Hatay, province; Antioch (Antakya), city.
Change line 9 to read:
I Alexandretta (Iskenderum), city. Delete "Marash, city."

Index, Alexandretta, change "Syria" to: Turkey, and "OREQ" to: OQRI
Angora, change "OQRE" to: OQRD
Antioch, change "Syria" to: Turkey, and "OREE" to: OQRH
Kaiseri, change "OQRF" to: OQRE
Konya, change "OQRG" -H to: OQRF; -G
Marash, Turkey, delete the line

ORD, line 4, change "B" to: T, and after "France" add: 1920-44.
As lines 5-8 insert:
U Republic, independent, 1944-
W Damascus, Capital.
Y Aleppo (Alep), Hama, Latakia, cities.
Z Jebel-Druze, region.

Index, Aleppo, change "ORET" to: ORDY
Damascus, Syria, modern, change "ORED" to: ORDW
Jebel-Druze, change "OREU" to: ORDZ
Latakia, change "ORER" to: ORDY
Syria, History, Modern, Mandate to France, change "OREB" to: ORDT
ORE, ORED-U, change to read:
ORE Lebanon, Modern History and Description.
For the Ancient History see LKF, for the Medieval, OQE.
Schedule Ia may be adapted.
M Administered under a mandate to France, 1920-44.
R Republic, independent, 1944-
W Beirut (Bejrout), capital.
Y Tripoli, city.

Index, Beirut, change "Syria" to Lebanon, and "OREM" to OREW
Bejrout, change line to read: Beirut, city, LKF; OREW
Lebanon, delete "Syria" and change "OREM" to ORE
Tripoli, Modern Syrian city, change line to read: Tripoli, city of
modern Lebanon, OREY

ORIP, change "Israelites" to: Israelis.

OTH, delete "Italian Libya" and change the line to read:
Libya, Description and modern history.
Add the note: Schedule la is adaptable in part.
Add as lines 4, 5, and 6:
R Libya under Italian rule, 1912-43.
S Under French and British rule, 1943-51.
T Independent Kingdom, 1951-

OTJF, after "Fezzan" change "district" to: province.

OUZ, add new line: Federation of Rhodesia and Nyassaland.
Index, under Rhodesia insert the new line: Federation with Nyassaland, OUZ

Add the reference: See also Centralized Banking, TRH.
Index, Banking, International Banks, add: OXJ

TRH, line 2, add the reference: See also OXJ.

VXPT, change "Tarantula" to: Tarantella.
Index, Tarantula (Dance Music, Scores), change to: Tarantella and transfer.

YBV, line 1, delete "Ancren Riwle.

YBW, lines 2-4, change to read:
Romances: Arthurian, King Horn, Havelock the Dane, Guy of Warwick.
Robert of Gloucester, Robert Mannyng, Richard Rolle, Ancren Riwle.
Index, Ancren Riwle, change "XBY" to: YBW

YHV, delete "Edith Sitwell.
Index, delete Sitwell, Edith.
Index Only

Revise:

Alaric as the Visigoth leader, change "MRGL" to: MBGL

Aman, Trans-Jordan, change to: Amman, and transfer...

Balearic Is., Spain, change "MNQ" to: MONB

Bath, England, change "MKSG" to: MWNH

Belshazzar, change "LJR" to: LJQ

Bradford, England, change "MWBG" to: MWG

Calendar, Reform in, change "LFE" to: LFI

Canary Islands (Spain), change "MNQ" to: MONC

Caucasus Mts. (Europe), change "MNVE" to: MNVE

Chaldaea, Archaeology, before "VAE" insert: LJM;

Insert:

Commendus, Roman Emperor, LVK

Revise:

Commnenus, Roman Emperor, change "LNO" to: LNO

Insert:

Corfu (Greece), MNS

Revise:

Crete, Modern (Candia), after "LRW" insert: MNS;

Revise:

Dacia, Hungary, Ancient, add: MMV, P

Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika, Africa, change "UOU" to: UOQ

Ducie Is., change "OCDD" to: ODDP

Gambier Is., change "OCDN" to: ODDN

Georgia, Transcaucasia, change "NNT" to: OQT

Insert:

Under Gypsies, insert line 2: Language of, XAJ

Under Hausa, insert line 2: Language, WVU

Under Heraldry, insert line: Visitations of Heralds, LOK

Hittites, History, LJE Language of, XAA

Hour-glasses (Chronology), LFU

Revise:

Ireland, History, Land question, indent like Nationalism

Jews, History, "Lost Tribes, The," change "LHAN" to: LHAQ

Insert:

Majuscule letters (Writing), WCI, LDB

Revise:

Melanesia, Languages of, change "WMF" to: WMH
Revise:

Morte d'Arthur, English classic, italicize and change "YAL" to: YDL

Nabonidus, change "LJR" to: LJP

Nebuchadnezzar, change "LJN" to: LJO

Nicephorus II, change "LPW" to: LWP

Ostyaks of the Yenesei, Language of the, after "MRY" add: WSE

Insert:

Peerage (Genealogy), L&L

Revise:

Phocas, Roman Emperor, change "LPW" to: LWP

Pitcairn Is., Pacific, change "UDDP" to: ODDP

Prussia, East Prussia, change "MHAS" to: MIAS

Sculptors, Biography of, change "VED" to: VEGH

Insert:

Sofia, see Sophia.

Revise:

Stowe, Harriet, Uncle Tom's Cabin, change "MGAL" to: NGAL

Switzerland, Cantons, Romansch, change "MJW"; -Y" to: MJWZ

Insert:

Tragedy in the arts, V6ET; -- drama, YXE

Revise:

Transliteration (Language), change "WUT" to: WCT

Insert:

Under Tuaregs, insert line 2:
Language of the, WWJ

Uncial letters (Writing), WCI; LDB

Revise:

Uncle Tom's Cabin, change "MGAL" to: NGAL

Wallachia, change "MMWE" to: MMWE

Zeta province of Yugoslavia, change "MTJ,W; -MW" to: MMJ,W; MMM,W